Improving the Wang-Landau algorithm for polymers and proteins.
The 1/t Wang-Landau algorithm is tested on simple models of polymers and proteins. It is found that this method resolves the problem of the saturation of the error present in the original algorithm for lattice polymers. However, for lattice proteins, which have a rough energy landscape with an unknown energy minimum, it is found that the density of states does not converge in all runs. A new variant of the Wang-Landau algorithm that appears to solve this problem is described and tested. In the new variant, the optimum modification factor is calculated in the same straightforward way throughout the simulation. There is only one free parameter for which a value of unity appears to give near optimal convergence for all run lengths for lattice homopolymers when pull moves are used. For lattice proteins, a much smaller value of the parameter is needed to ensure rapid convergence of the density of states for energies discovered late in the simulation, which unfortunately results in poor convergence early on in the run.